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>

Seeing the region’s extraordinary base of software, internet and entertainment 		
technology talent and noting the rapid cycle time for product development in these
markets, we launched AlphaLab (page 8), an immersive environment that combines
these entrepreneurs with funding, office space, advisors, exposure to potential
investors, and an atmosphere that promotes innovation and commercialization.

>

A critical key to any startup’s success is attracting the right talent and providing the 		
right environment to help the company manage explosive growth. We developed a 		
strategic human resources service (page 4) at IW, to meet growing demand.

>

In regions such as ours, there is a distinct gap between angel and venture funding,
one that’s not easily filled by either group. In collaboration with regional partners,
IW developed the strategy that launched Pittsburgh Equity Partners (page 12),
an independent and professionally managed fund to fill this niche.

>

Clean energy is a future driver of the worldwide economy and our region has the right 		
combination of assets to capitalize on this growing field. IW is receiving/managing
part of the Commonwealth’s Energy Independence Fund to identify high-potential 		
clean energy technologies here and catalyze their commercialization (page 12).

A Thriving Entrepreneurial Community
It takes more than money to create and sustain a thriving technology
economy. It takes a strong base of research, smart people, a steady stream
of new ideas and technologies, CEOs and other professionals willing to

Every year, we ask ourselves and our stakeholders: ‘How well is this working?’ We measure
our success by the success of the companies we help and the continued growth of the
region’s entrepreneurial community. In 2008:
>

70% of the VC deals in the region involved IW portfolio companies, which raised a total
of $149 million in follow-on funding in 2008, bringing IW’s total follow-on funding to
more than $600 million in the past nine years.

>

IW companies created and retained 437 high-quality jobs in 2008 and now employ
more than 4,500 people with average annual salaries over $53,000.

>

97% of investors and portfolio companies surveyed in IW’s annual satisfaction survey 		
said they were very likely to recommend IW to other entrepreneurs and investors.

share their expertise, and innovative funding options. We have all of these
in Southwestern PA (SWPA) and they are the reason that our entrepreneurial
community is resilient, despite a worldwide economic downturn.
As investors in SWPA’s entrepreneurial enterprise, IW provides not
just capital, but hands-on business expertise from a team with deep
market knowledge and startup experience. Our industry reach enables
us to connect entrepreneurs with business advisors, as well as private
and institutional investors. Over time, we’ve created a strong platform

We continue to adapt our resources to anticipate market conditions and opportunities.
Steadily, over time, that formula is working to sustain an entrepreneurial climate that is
rich in ideas, technology, risk capital and a growing sense of community.

and model to propel the region forward. We’ve made it our business
to recognize market opportunity and then match or develop regional
resources to capitalize on it. For example:

Sincerely,
Rich Lunak 				
CEO					

Ron Bianchini
Chairman
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Vintage Clothing Meets Social Networking
on the Cutting-Edge
As the retail industry retrenches in the midst of an economic downturn, ModCloth,
an online vintage-inspired clothing and accessory retailer, is managing explosive
growth—going from 9 to 31 employees and a 600% increase in sales in 2008.
ModCloth has honed in on a market demographic that places a premium on a look
that’s unique.
The Strip District-based company has combined an intimate knowledge of its target
customer’s style preferences, with a sophisticated technology platform that enables
it to capture a 360-degree view of target customers online, tracking their social
networking, preferred entertainment, style icons, and other lifestyle barometers. They
know when, where and how to fully engage customers in product offerings, inviting
them into the marketing process to name shoes and accessories, share photos and
help decide whether an item is carried.

“IW helped us evaluate
term sheets and avoid
pitfalls that are common
to young entrepreneurs.”
Eric Koger,
Co-Founder, ModCloth

ModCloth is focusing on a $10B market that other retailers, such as Urban Outfitters,
have attacked with high-end retail storefronts and advertising that could be
considered mass in approach, and therefore unnecessarily costly by precision
marketing standards.
Co-founders Eric Koger and Susan Gregg Koger started their business while still
in graduate school at Carnegie Mellon University. When demand ballooned, they
sought funding from friends, family and Innovation Works.“IW’s investment was
just a portion of the initial round in
dollars, but it gave us a good deal
of credibility with future investors,”
Eric Koger said. IW has also provided
human resources expertise to help
ModCloth attract the right talent and
plan for growth.
Koger says Pittsburgh is perfect
for an avant garde fashion and
technology play.“The availability of
cool spaces and the cost of these
spaces are unmatched,” he says.
“And the cost of living is low but the
quality of life is high.”
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Applying Deep Expertise to the Needs of Startups
Entrepreneurs who come to IW seeking help typically have a promising technology or product,
a passionate leader, and a good sense of the market opportunity. While they are looking
primarily for funding, our experience in working with thousands of startups shows that they
often have far more critical needs beyond funding. That’s the starting point for most
IW engagements.
“We develop an understanding of where the company is and where it hopes to go,” said Frank
Demmler, Director, Entrepreneurial Services at IW, “and we apply our expertise in a way that is
targeted to helping them achieve milestones that will have the greatest impact.”

In 2008, IW assisted 181
companies as they worked
their way from concept to
commercialization.

IW has built a team with extensive business, technology and industry experience, specific
to the needs of early-stage companies. With experts that include former CEOs, Silicon Valley
executives, veterans in finance, technology, the regulatory process and venture fundraising, as
well as a network of outside support, IW provides a suite of services that is unmatched in:
>

Business plan development and strategy

>

Product and process development

>

Market research and go-to market strategies

>

Fundraising and finance

>

Strategic human resources

>

Regulatory and legal issues

These are all highly specialized knowledge areas but typically are outside of the entrepreneur’s
core expertise. Yet, they are key to building the company and positioning it for future funding
and market success.

Business and Engineering Interns Fill Key Roles
In addition to business expertise, some companies need on-site assistance in a specific area
or time-sensitive project. IW placed 42 MBA and undergraduate engineering interns in
area companies with encouraging results. Surveys show that 64% of employers are likely
to hire these interns, confirming the valuable contributions they make. The interns are also
impressed by the experience, with 84% saying they are likely to stay in the region as a result
of their internship.
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Helping Companies Deploy HR for Strategic Growth
In 2008, IW helped 32 local
companies with their HR needs,
and was instrumental in 22
talent placements, 9 of which
were in key leadership positions.
The demographics are
encouraging, as they reflect
an increasingly diverse
entrepreneurial community.

The needs of early-stage companies are all critical, from product development to funding
to establishing a customer base. Securing the right talent and preparing for accelerated
growth are also key, and more CEOs are turning to IW to help them with these and other
human resource needs.
“We look at the organization’s goals for growth, then help them determine the type of
talent and processes they’ll need,” says Kathy Mitchell, Human Resources Strategist at IW.
“Many times, a company has the technical know-how or the right leadership for now;
but we help them envision what they’ll need as they scale.”
Both early-stage and more mature companies have tapped IW’s strategic HR services
to help develop compensation programs that align with company goals, determine
competitive benefit packages, source talent and establish a performance culture where
everyone works toward personal success and the company’s growth.
For example, IW helped first-time entrepreneurs at online clothing retailer ModCloth
with their job descriptions, compensation packages and talent sourcing. In another
case, IW helped serial entrepreneur and turnaround expert Eric Close at RedZone as he
transformed the established company from one market approach to another, launched
new products, and addressed the challenges of scaling the company for success.

FO STERING ENTREPRENEURIAL GRO W TH

Recasting a Robotics Company with
the Right Human Resources
Known for its world-class robotics ingenuity, RedZone turned its focus in the last
five years from cleaning up rare disasters to inspecting and repairing underground
infrastructure—the millions of miles of aging water and wastewater pipes that
snake underground throughout the U.S.
Under the leadership of President Eric Close, the company has developed powerful
inspection products and processes to transform into a market-focused company
that solves widespread challenges. Using a combination of robotics, sensing and
software technologies, RedZone is able to inspect wastewater pipes, and provide
an accurate and useful picture of their condition.This helps customers prioritize
decisions, generate bid specifications and compliance documentation and
develop budgets for repair.
A key to RedZone’s reinvention has been a decidedly strategic approach to
human resources that would help the company scale to its new ambitions.
“We’ve built brand recognition in the infrastructure market, and we’ve matured
our product to solve these big problems,” Close said.“We needed to build out
the right team to support our growth plans.”
Already an investor in RedZone through its seed fund, IW has also played
a vital role in the company’s transition. IW has helped RedZone identify
the type of people and skill sets
that would be required to support
growth, and conducted training
programs so existing management
could expand its understanding
of how to evaluate and hire the
right people, including a new VP of
human resources, VP of engineering
and chief finance officer.
“IW helped us learn how best to
identify and predict people who
were most entrepreneurially minded
and collaborative in a cross-functional
environment,” Close said.“This is critical
to our success.”
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Investing at the Earliest Stages and Attracting Follow-on Capital
In nine years, IW’s seed fund
investments have attracted
more than $600 million in
follow-on funding — a ratio
of more than $15 for every
dollar invested by IW. This
track record garnered IW a
2008 national best practices
award from the State Science
and Technology Institute.

Since the launch of Innovation Works’ seed fund in October 1999, IW’s investment
team has reviewed well over a thousand business plans and has provided more than
$40 million in seed funding to nearly 120 startups. IW’s seed fund invests at an extremely
early stage in a company’s life cycle, characterized by fewer than four employees and
almost two years prior to an initial venture round, on average. By taking this seed-stage
risk, IW has helped to launch many of the region’s highest profile and fastest growing
technology companies.
For technology startups, however, access to IW’s seed-stage capital is likely to be only
the first hurdle. Once seed capital is secured and the technology is proven in a precommercial setting, obtaining follow-on funding is often a primary determinant of the
startup’s success. With that in mind, IW has forged relationships with larger sources of
capital across the nation, and has built a reputation as being a reliable source of highquality deal flow for early-stage investors. Over the past nine years, IW’s seed portfolio
companies have been successful in obtaining an impressive amount of follow-on
funding – attracting more than $600 million to Southwestern Pennsylvania from a
large and diverse set of VCs, angels, strategic investors, and other sources of capital.
The impact of IW’s seed fund is further evidenced by the fact that, in 2008, 70% of all
venture capital investments in the Pittsburgh region were obtained by companies that
had previously received their seed funding from Innovation Works. Furthermore, as a
result of its high level of investment activity, IW is now recognized as among the most
active seed-stage investors in the United States (Entrepreneur Magazine, Summer 2008),
and is well-positioned to utilize its expertise in seed stage finance to launch the next
generation of technology companies in Southwestern Pennsylvania.

IW Seed Fund Portfolio by Technology Sector

Follow-on Funding for IW Seed Fund Companies by Year

FO STERING EN TREPRENEURIAL GRO W TH

Securing Data at its Very Core
Financial security, national security and individual privacy all depend, at some level, on
data security. As data become more mobile—on laptops, cell phones, USB drives and
other devices—data security becomes increasingly complex.
As specialists in the science of cryptography, BitArmor has developed Smart Tag®
technology which is embedded in data where it’s created, and protects it wherever
it goes and wherever it’s stored. Through high-level mathematics and sophisticated
computer engineering, the company has taken the security business to a deep new
level—its core.
BitArmor’s technology is in demand by customers in retail, healthcare and
government, where privacy in credit card transactions, patient data and national
security secrets are of paramount concern. Cracks in data security can result in legal
battles, financial ruin, and threats to national defense.
In just five years, the company has grown to more than 30 employees, become
a Microsoft Certified Partner and even presented at both the Black Hat and RSA
Conferences, the industry’s premier events drawing the world’s leading experts in
cyber security.
All the complexity of cryptography could easily cloud an entrepreneur trying to
fine tune a product and focus on the right market. And that’s where IW came
in. In addition to seed funding of $300,000, IW provided expertise that helped
BitArmor translate its encryption algorithms into market-driven products.
“From the outset, IW helped us take
an early-stage prototype to a beta
program with early customers,”
said J. Patrick McGregor, CEO. “As
we started to grow, they kept us
focused on reaching milestones and
continually creating value so that
we would be more attractive
to investors.”
IW also assisted BitArmor with its
business plan development and
helped benchmark salaries for
engineers and R&D staff so the
company could attract and
retain top talent.

NOTE: These figures do not include buyout/acquisition dollars.
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Accelerating a New Generation of Software Companies
The rapidly growing software, internet and entertainment technology markets move
faster than any sector before them in product development and commercialization.
Explosive growth in these sectors coupled with the Pittsburgh region’s strength
and talent in these fields presents a unique research opportunity.Recognizing the
powerful potential in this convergence, IW formed AlphaLab, a catalyst for starting
companies in these fast-emerging markets.
Offering an immersive environment that provides hands-on business expertise,
funding, and office space, AlphaLab is nurturing a new generation of companies that
otherwise might not have formed, or might have chosen the West or East coast as
their launch point.
Drawing from IW’s expertise, and a network of experienced entrepreneurs and
advisors, AlphaLab helps entrepreneurs focus their technology, gain early user
feedback, develop go-to market strategies and move toward commercial launch,
all in a highly compressed timeframe.
Over 100 companies from ten states applied to AlphaLab in 2008. Six companies
were selected to enter the first cycle and another six are in progress in the first half
of 2009. With products ranging from tools to insure online privacy to web-based
resume management, the company founders work with IW’s experts and outside
advisors, refine their products with user feedback and gain access to local and
out-of-town investors.
While many of these young entrepreneurs will launch successful
products, others will regroup and link up with new teams they
met through the AlphaLab network.
“We’re not just building companies, we’re building capabilities
so these entrepreneurs are better positioned for success,” said
Jim Jen, IW’s Director of AlphaLab. In addition, Jen says AlphaLab
is helping to build an entrepreneurial community that is more
experienced in evaluating and investing in these specialized
market areas in order to grow the region’s next generation of
software companies.
IW is one of a handful of pioneers of this new type of accelerator
program in the U.S.
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A Personal Assistant Platform —
It’s About Time
A simple task like scheduling a meeting can turn into a real headache when it becomes
an ongoing e-mail volley. Seeing an opportunity in the frustration experienced by so
many colleagues and friends, Jarun Ngamvirojcharoen decided he could put an end to
the chaos and solve a ubiquitous problem.
He collaborated with a team at Carnegie Mellon with deep technical backgrounds
in building artificially intelligent systems. They applied to be part of IW’s AlphaLab
inaugural group as a startup called Crono.
Ngamvirojcharoen and fellow co-founders Liz Crawford, PhD and Manuela Veloso, PhD
are using their technical expertise to build Crono’s personal agent platform which takes
into account users’ preferences to get a meeting scheduled on the first try.
The intensive AlphaLab process helped the entrepreneur and development
team fine tune their product with input from prospective users, and identify
the right market and entry point with advice from prospective investors and
experienced entrepreneurs.
“The AlphaLab process helped us see that our technology had greater
potential than just this one application, and that our company would
have more opportunity by looking at this as a broader technology from
which we could develop a line of products,” Ngamvirojcharoen said.
Months later, the scheduling product became part of an intelligent personal
assistant platform that knows a user’s preferences and intent and acts
on the user’s behalf. The market includes not just Outlook and
Google Calendar users, but individual consumers who are looking to
negotiate online or automate their repetitive processes within online
marketplaces. Crono’s market entry will be a ‘freemium’ download,
with enough utility to gain rapid acceptance from users but leave
them wanting more—and willing to pay for it.
“The revenue model for the web is evolving,” says IW AlphaLab
Director Jim Jen. “Users have become conditioned to an initial
trial, and if the product is useful and demonstrates value for
add-ons, they are showing a willingness to pay going forward.”
The AlphaLab experience led to Crono becoming an
IW portfolio company with an additional seed investment.
IW is also helping Crono as it develops its alpha
and beta releases and fundraising strategy.
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Turning University Research into Market Opportunities
Since 2006, IW has provided
$564,000 in grants to help

With a world of leading-edge research conducted at Pittsburgh-area universities,
the region has a wealth of technologies to be tapped for commercialization. IW
works in partnership with local universities to identify and cultivate these
high-potential ideas.

commercialize innovative
university research.

Our University Innovation Grants of up to $25,000 initiate technology validation,
market research, prototype development, and intellectual property evaluation,
in order to help speed commercialization.Many promising companies have
emerged through this process such as Bossa Nova Concepts, Cohera Medical
and CarMell Therapeutics.

COM PA NY P R OF I L E

“IW has been a good 		
partner. Their investment
provides credibility with
other investors and they
provide valuable mentoring
and networking for their
portfolio companies.”
Alan West,
CEO, CarMell

Helping Small Manufacturers Compete in a Global Economy
IW’s Innovation Adoption Grant (IAG) program helps small manufacturers in
Southwestern PA (SWPA) thrive in a global economy that is increasingly cost
competitive and technology intensive.

CarMell Therapeutics has developed a way to turn blood plasma into plastic. In so
doing, they’ve invented a medical device that can be used to help re-grow soft tissue
or bone following surgery, and provide new hope for the millions of aging babyboomers who injure their rotator cuffs, knee ligaments and other body parts every
year while skiing, playing tennis or taking on DIY projects.

Penna Flame has added a new worker that can take the heat, labor around the
clock and produce a consistently perfect product.

With additional investments from Innovation Works and the Pittsburgh Life
Sciences Greenhouse, CarMell is developing its product as a medical device similar
in cost to what insurance companies are already paying for existing products. It’s
part of a $1B market made up of 2.5 million injured rotator cuffs and assorted tendons
that will need to be repaired as our population ages but desires to stay active.

up to $50,000 matched by the
companies’ own funds. Since
its inception in 2005, the fund
has awarded $900,000 in grants
to help 26 small manufacturers
throughout SWPA.

COM PA NY P R OF I L E

Robot Turns Up The Heat on Quality,
Productivity

As researchers at Carnegie Mellon, CarMell’s founders initially worked with a
neurosurgeon at West Penn Allegheny Health System to create a biomaterial for
military use. A University Innovation Grant from IW enabled them to focus their
efforts on the rapidly growing sports medicine market instead, targeting the
weekend athletes and workhorses who are more prone to injury. The product is
made up of platelet-rich plasma, the potent material in blood that forms clots
and releases growth factors at injury sites.

The IAG Fund provides grants of

Working with PA’s renowned centers of excellence, IW connects small
manufacturers with highly specialized scientists and engineers for R&D projects,
including: product engineering and design, robotic assembly, machinery
design, rapid prototyping, or even an industrial analysis and overhaul of existing
manufacturing processes.

From Plasma to Plastic: Regrowing Tissue
for the Weekend Warriors

CarMell has devised a way to isolate and purify the plasma and convert it into
a solid material that can be cut, shaped and sutured with no special storage or
handling requirements. Competitive products are made from animal or cadaver
tissue or a type of plasma which must be processed in the Operating Room by
trained medical staff.
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Tapping into the expertise at Robert Morris University’s Center for Applied
Research in Engineering and Science (RMU CARES) program, and funding
from Innovation Works, along with its own funds, the Beaver County-based
manufacturer has automated its heat treating process for gears.
It was a grueling process that required workers to hunch over for hours on end
while holding metal parts to a red-hot torch flame. Achieving consistency was
exceedingly difficult, and attracting workers willing to commit to this back-straining
job was a challenge. High-volume orders were an unattainable goal.
The robotic solution has given Penna Flame a distinct competitive edge, says
Jim Orr, President of the 40-year-old company.“We’re the only one in the surface
hardening industry using a robot, and it’s enabling us to go after customers with
high-volume orders who are looking for a technologically advanced process.”
It’s also helping the company attract and retain employees, many of whom
are accustomed to using joysticks not torches. “This is the ‘Nintendo’ of flame
hardening,” Orr says.

QUOTE

“This was a big step for us and IW was here on day one of this project. They’ve been As an alternative to using in the article:“This was
through these projects with RMU CARES before so they were able to provide a level a big step for us and IW was here on day one to
of assurance for how all of this would work,” he said.
provide a level of assurance for how all of this
would work.” Jim Orr, President, Penna Flame
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IW recognizes both the needs and
opportunities of our entrepreneurial
community and works to apply the
right resources to sustain growth.

Capitalizing on the Region’s Future in Energy

2008 IW Company Highlights

Clean energy is increasingly vital to our economy, security and environment. Southwestern
PA (SWPA) is uniquely positioned to take a leading role in the development, storage and
transmission of clean energy technologies.

The success of Innovation Works is measured by the success of the companies we support.
Below are just a few of the many achievements our companies made in 2008. We are
proud of our companies’ accomplishments, which reflect their growing contributions to
their industries and customers as well as to our regional economy.

This region has always been home to an abundance of natural resources such as coal. It’s
also at the leading edge of innovations in fast-growing energy fields such as photovoltaics,
biofuels, smart grid design, fuel cells, wind, and nuclear energy. Some of these technologies
are in the works at area universities or the National Energy Technology Laboratory in SWPA;
others have already been commercialized through companies in IW’s portfolio.
As part of the Commonwealth’s Energy Independence Fund, IW will serve as the catalyst
and hub of early-stage energy activities in SWPA—focusing on clean-coal technologies,
alternative energy and energy efficiency technologies. As the SWPA Ben Franklin
Technology Partner, IW has secured funding and additional expertise to advance the
region’s potential in this fast-emerging field by:

Aethon was featured by Forbes.com as one of “Seven Technologies That Could
Change Health Care”.

BPL Global won the GoingGreen East 50. The award is given to private, emerging
companies creating new business opportunities in green technology.

ClearCount Medical Solutions was listed by Wired Magazine as one of the top
10 good ideas for a use of radio-frequency identification tags.

Knopp Neurosciences initiated a Phase II clinical study for their lead drug candidate

>

Identifying high-potential research and ensuring that it
gets commercialized

for patients with amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (known as Lou Gehrig’s Disease).

>

Stimulating collaborative opportunities among the many
research and commercial resources here

ModCloth saw revenues grow 600% in 2008. In December, more than one million

>

Providing investments and business assistance to start
and grow promising companies.

By combining Southwestern PA’s natural assets and broad capacity for innovation, with IW’s
expertise in technology commercialization, IW will help the region play a leading role in
energy technology development and commercialization.

Filling a Critical Gap in Early-Stage Funding
Early-stage entrepreneurs face many daunting challenges. One of the more difficult is
sustaining the enterprise through various stages of funding. The time lapse between
angel investments and later stage financing is often too long for startups to endure and
prevents many from becoming successful companies.
To bridge this gap, IW worked with the PA Department of Community and Economic
Development, Carnegie Mellon University and the University of Pittsburgh to initiate an
independent and professionally managed fund that combines state dollars and private
sector risk capital. Pittsburgh Equity Partners (PEP) was launched with an initial $2M
investment and its general partners are raising additional funds.
This type of program enables more individual investors to enter the entrepreneurial
community by minimizing the hurdles angels typically experience and helping
overcome some initial challenges of establishing a new fund.

holiday shoppers bought vintage-inspired clothing on ModCloth’s site at a time when
most American retailers saw business slump.

Plextronics won the 2008 Technical Development Materials Award by IDTechEx for
having the most impressive material development in the printed electronics industry.
RedZone Robotics has inspected more than 2 million feet of underground
infrastructure in 80 cities across the U.S., Canada and Asia.

ShowClix signed their 200th exclusive ticketing client and generated over $1 million
in ticket sales, since signing their first client in July 2008.
Sim Ops Studios won the coveted 2008 DEMOgod Award given at the 2008 fall
Demo Conference for the launch of their Wild PocketsTM product.

Thorley Industries won the 2008 Juvenile Products Marketing Association’s
Innovation Award for their new Mamaroo infant seat. Thorley products, sold
under the 4moms brand, are carried in Babies R Us, Target and more than 250 other
retailers nationwide.
Vivisimo was positioned by Gartner, Inc. in the Leaders Quadrant in the 2008
Information Access Technology Magic Quadrant and raised $4 million from North
Atlantic Capital.

WhereverTV was named one of the Top 30 New Innovators at CES, the world’s
largest consumer electronics show.
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In 2008, IW’s investments had an
impact on all nine counties in SWPA.

2000 Technology Drive
Suite 250
Pittsburgh, PA 15219-3109
P: 412.681.1520
F: 412.681.2625
www.innovationworks.org

Innovation Works is Southwestern Pennsylvania’s Ben Franklin Technology Partner,
an initiative of the PA Department of Community and Economic Development
(DCED), and is overseen by the Ben Franklin Technology Development Authority.
We thank the Commonwealth for its ongoing financial support, and the Claude
Worthington Benedum Foundation, the Heinz Endowments, the R.K. Mellon
Foundation and the Small Business Administration. The success of Innovation
Works and our companies also relies on the contribution of many individuals and
organizations who invest their time, expertise and capital in the region’s startup
technology companies.
The figures used throughout this community report are based on company
responses to IW’s annual impact survey.
This brochure was printed using earth-friendly soy-based ink and
produced on recycled paper with 30% post-consumer waste.

